
Computing, Year 1, Long Term Plan 

 

Week/ 

Lesson 

Term Topic Knowledge and Skills  Complex activities 

1 Autumn 

T1 

Getting 

Started  
(Introducing 

children to 

logging in and 

using technology 

for a purpose, 

including creating 

art) 

• To log into a computer and access a website  

• Recognise what we mean by a computer  

• Understand why we need to log in to a computer  

• Able to log in and log out of an account on my computer 

 

2 • Developing mouse skills  

• Use Sketchpad to fill sections and stamp Clipart into place 

• Navigate a computer using a mouse  

• Understand what we mean by drag and click 

3 • Use mouse skills to draw and manipulate shapes  

• Click and drag objects to change their size or position  

• Move computer mouse to carefully position shapes and shapes 

in front of or behind each other 

4 • Identify key aspects from a story for my illustration  

• Using drag and drop to resize and reposition objects  

• Using a variety of different digital painting tools to create 

different effects 

5 ASSESSMENT:  

Using paint to create a portrait of themselves, practising all the 

skills they have learnt within the unit.  

6 E-safety lesson:  

- Importance of keeping passwords and login detains safe.  

write a letter to a friend explain the 

importance of keeping login details 

private and safe. 

7 Autumn  

T2 

Programming  

Bee-Bots  
(Using Bee-Bots to 

navigate an area 

and constructing 

simple algorithms, 

through the story 

• Introduction to bee-bots 

• Complete a number of challenges by: 

- thinking about what they might do first (‘predict’)  

-  trying it out (‘explore)  

- seeing if I was right (‘explain’) 

 

8 • To create a demonstration video to explain how to use a Bee-

Bot by:  

- Explaining what the buttons of a Bee-Bot do  



of the Three Little 

Pigs.) 
- Showing how the Bee-Bot moves when you press the 

different buttons 

9 • Planning and following a set of instructions precisely using a 

‘Bee-Bot’, by using the following rules:  

- ‘Bee-Bot’ (following instructions given by the controller)  

-  ‘Controller’ (giving instructions to the BeeBot)  

-  ‘Judge’ (checking that the instructions given by the 

‘controller’ are correct) 

10 • Personalise my Bee-Bot world by consider how the Bee-Bot can 

move from one place to another  

• Plan a Bee-Bot route  

• Program a Bee-Bot to follow my planned route 

11 • To create a program  

• Using programming to give the Bee-Bot clear instructions  

• Debug my instructions if they go wrong by identifying and 

correcting the mistake 

12 Assessment Week write instructions on how to use a Bee-

Bot.  

13 Spring 

T1 

Algorithms 

Unplugged 
(Learning how 

computers handle 

information by 

exploring 

‘unplugged’ 

algorithms-

completing tasks 

away from the 

computer)  

Reteach Week: E-safety lesson from Autumn term.   

14  Explain that an algorithm is a clear set of instructions to carry 

out a task and understand these instructions need to be 

carried out in a specific order 

 Knowing how an algorithm is used by computers to help 

them carry out tasks correctly 

 Showing how there can be more than one solution to solve a 

problem 

15  Explain why an algorithm needs to be clear and precise and 

the problems a robot can have following our instructions.  

16  Identify some input devices and some output devices 

 Identify some devices that are both input and output devices 

17  Explain that decomposition is where you break a problem into 

smaller manageable chunks 

 Understand how decomposition allows you to solve a 

problem more easily 

 Explain how we use decomposition in our everyday lives 



18  To be able to spot bugs in algorithms 

 Fix the error (debug it) and explain the problem it caused.  

create own computing dictionary with 

the vocabulary learnt this term.  

19 Spring  

T2 

 

 

 

Digital 

imagery 
(Taking and 

manipulating 

digital 

photography, 

including adding 

images found via a 

search engine) 

 Explain what is happening in a pictorial story 

 Recognise the importance of sequencing 

 Knowing that sequencing is important in Computing 

 Plan my own pictorial story 

 

20  Knowing to look at a screen and check what is in frame 

 Knowing how to take a picture using a camera and 

remembering that;  

- that moving can create a blurred image 

- Ensure that my surroundings are bright enough 

21  Explaining that photos can be changed after they have been 

taken 

 Identifying ways to improve a photo 

 To learn to crop, resize and add a colour filter to a photo 

22  Knowing that images can be found online and how to search 

for pictures online 

 E-safety lesson: what to do if they find something 

uncomfortable online.  

23  Learning to;  

- download the photos from a search engine  

- organise them on to the page 

- resize and change the orientation of my images 

- add numbers to show the order of pictures.  

24 ASSESSMENT WEEK using pictures taken and writing a story 

to do with the pictures taken 

25 Summer  

T1 

Introduction 

to date 
(Learning about 

what data is and 

how it can be 

represented and 

using these skills 

to show the 

Reteach Week: E-safety lesson from Autumn and Spring term.  

- Keeping login details private  

- What to do if you find something inappropriate online.  

 

26  Introduction to Excel 

 Know that data can be shown in different ways 

 Represent data in different ways 

 Answer questions about the data using my representation 

 



27 findings of a mini 

beast hunt) 

 Understand that data can be shown in different ways 

 Represent data in different ways 

28  Identify different minibeasts 

 Record the number of different minibeasts I see 

 Represent this data digitally by using excel 

29  Identify and categorise different animals 

 Click and drag objects 

 Identify questions to sort data in the most efficient way 

30  Understand that computers understand different types of 

input 

 Design a computerised invention to gather data like Excel 

writing a guide on how to use personal 

computerised inventions.  

31 Summer  

T2 

Rocket to the 

moon 
(Appreciating the 

value of 

computers 

understanding 

that they helped 

us get to the 

moon) 

 Use a computer to create a list 

 Identify which materials are best for my rocket and describe 

their physical properties 

 Identify different types of digital content (words and pictures) 

 Explain how a list made on a computer can be saved (using 

word) 

 

32  Open a graphics editing program 

 Create a digital image using a graphics editor 

 Save my digital image to the correct folder 

33  Putting a set of instructions in the right order 

 Understand the importance of instructions being in the right 

order in Computing 

 How to build a model rocket  

34  Build a rocket according to instructions on paper then refer to 

my rocket design 

 Take a clear photo of my finished rocket and upload it on to a 

computer, where it would be evaluating it using add text 

35  Using information from rocket experiment and creating an 

Excel spreadsheet what will input date.  

36 ASSESSMENT WEEK create a poster on how to create a 

rocket ship. 

 

 



Computing, Year 2, Long Term Plan 

 

Week/ 

Lesson 

Term Topic Knowledge and Skills  Complex activities 

1 Autumn 

T1 

What is a 

computer? 
(Children explore 

exactly what a 

computer is, 

identifying and 

learning how 

inputs and outputs 

work, how 

computers are 

used in the wider 

world and 

designing  their 

own computerised 

invention) 

Reteach Week: E-safety lesson from Year 1.  

 Keeping login details private  

 What to do if you find something inappropriate online. 

 

2  Name the key parts of a computer and explain that 

a keyboard contains lots of buttons 

 Explain the purpose of different computer parts 

3  Understand that people control technology and that 

technology follows instructions 

 To be able to predict what technology will do 

4  Suggest what different objects might have a computer inside 

and explain why they think that think this 

 Suggest what the technology does 

5  Plan their own computer device thinking about include an 

input and output as part of the invention 

 Explain how it works, including how to control it 

 Clearly label their design for all the computer parts they have 

learnt about are.  

6  Explain where computers are used 

 Suggest what their job is 

 Understand computers work together 

create a guide for Y1 pupils 

explaining the different parts of 

a computer.  

7 Autumn  

T2 

Word 

processing 
(using their 

development 

(using their 

developing word 

processing skills, 

pupils write simple 

 Find keys on a computer keyboard 

 Identify the home keys on a computer 

 Understand how to type capital letters using ‘shift’ 

 

8  Type a sentence into a word processor 

 Select all of the text and make it bold or italics 

 Explain how to make other changes using a word processor 

9  Use keyboard shortcuts to alter text 

 Know how to search for and find an appropriate image 

 Import and alter an image in a document 



10 messages to 

friends and learn 

why we must be 

careful about who 

we talk to online)  

 Understand how to use text styles to create headings and 

subtitles 

 Copy and paste text into a document 

 Understand the importance of crediting source materials 

11  Understand the importance of not sharing personal 

information 

 Know what to do if something I have seen or heard online 

makes me feel upset or uncomfortable 

12 ASSESSMENTS:  create a poster using word 

about e-safety.  

13 Spring 

T1 

Programming: 

Scratch Jr 
(Using the app 

‘Scratch Jr’ pupils 

programme a 

familiar story and 

an animation of an 

animal make their 

own musical 

instrument and 

follow an 

algorithm to 

record a joke) 

Reteach Week: E-safety lesson.  

 Keeping login details private  

 What to do if you find something inappropriate online. 

 Introduce Smart internet safety meaning  

 

14  Know that Scratch Jr is a coding application 

 Predict what I think something new will do 

 Explain what I found using Scratch Jr 

15  Use the programming blocks I’ve learned about for a 

purpose 

 Recognise a loop in programming 

 Think about how animals move and use that in 

programming skills creatively to represent an animal moving 

using code 

16  Design a musical instrument using Scratch Jr 

 Program code to run ‘on tap’ 

 Select appropriate blocks for my purpose 

17  Use an algorithm to help me with my programming 

 Sequence blocks appropriately  

 Explain what each block in the program does 

18  Explain what an algorithm is 

 Choose the code to match an algorithm 

 Use an algorithm to write a computer program 

19 Spring   Understand the definitions: decomposition and algorithm 

 Decompose a game to predict algorithms 

 



T2 

 

 

 

Algorithms 

and 

debugging 
(identifying 

problems with 

code using both 

‘unplugged and 

‘plugged system 

to diagnose and 

correct errors in 

an algorithm- a 

process known as 

‘debugging’) 

 Plan algorithms for a more complex game 

20  Explain that computers use algorithms to make predictions 

 Write a clear and precise algorithm 

 

21  Devise and create algorithms to solve problems 

 Include loops in an algorithm (count controlled) 

 Visualise directions from a 2D environment 

22  Explain what abstraction is and give an example of when 

abstraction might be useful 

23  Understand the meaning of the word ‘debugging’ 

 Listen to my peer’s verbal instructions 

 Perform a task by following step-by-step instructions 

24 ASSESSMENTS create a guide on how to use 

the game created. 

25 Summer  

T1 

International 

space station 
(Building on their 

understanding of 

how computers 

sense the world 

around us, pupils 

learn how date is 

collected, used 

and displayed to 

keep astronauts 

safe on-board the 

I.S.S) 

Reteach Week: E-safety lesson.  

 Keeping login details private  

 What to do if you find something inappropriate online. 

 Smart internet safety meaning 

 

26  Consider human survival needs 

 Retrieve digital content from an interactive map 

 Consider how a computer can be used to monitor data 

relating to human survival needs 

27  Know items that astronauts need to survive in the habitat of 

the ISS 

 Use mouse and keyboard skills to draw and add text to a 

project 

 Identify the importance of exercise, eating healthily and 

staying clean 

 Consider how computers would monitor items on the ISS 

28  Read temperatures using a thermometer 

 Understand that sensors monitor the ISS to make sure the 

astronauts are safe and healthy 

 Design a display to show the data that the sensors collect 

29  Know what plants need to grow 



 Create an algorithm for growing a plant 

 Explain how space exploration benefits human life on Earth 

30  Collecting and inputting data into a spreadsheet 

 Interpreting date 

create a presentation on how to 

record data using excel.  

31 Summer  

T2 

Stop motion 
(Pupils create 

simple animations, 

storyboarding 

their ideas then 

decomposing it 

into small parts of 

action to be 

captured using 

Stop Motion 

Animation 

Software) 

 Understand and explain what animation means 

 Understand how to create a short animation using a flip 

book 

 Learning about how animation began  

  

32  Explain what ‘stop motion’ means 

 Understand how to create a short animation using animation 

software 

 Understand what ‘onion skinning’ is and how animators use 

it 

 Use onion skinning to make small changes to my object to 

make my animation smooth 

33  Understand how to create a short animation using Stop 

Motion Studio 

 Use onion skinning to make small changes to my object to 

make my animation smoother 

34  Work collaboratively with others to plan an animation 

 Think carefully about keeping my idea simple and easy to 

animate 

 Decompose my story into smaller parts 

35  Use my planning sheet to structure my animation 

 Work collaboratively  

 Create an animation of at least 10 frames 

36 ASSESSMENT write a letter to a friend 

explaining how to create an 

animation using stop motion 

 


